


Workstories was born to create  
spaces that work, for wherever your  

story is taking you. 

Environments designed for where  
you need to go and what you need  

to do — as well as how you want it to  
feel as you get there. 

We are home to a range of deeply  
individual brands, each of whom we  

have chosen to support di�erent  
elements of what you do. 

Chosen by people who love design  
and what it can facilitate, who love  
the new and the next but have no  

time for fads and fancies. 

So whether it’s ergonomic, highly  
e�cient seating and British-made  
steel and hardwood desking, or  

mid-century clean lines and  
Westcoast patinated leather. 

Whether it’s heads down, hard  
knocks and make-or-breaks, or open 

discussions, new ideas and  
new beginnings. 

Great stories rarely end in the same  
place they start — so wherever your  
business goes next, wherever your  

story is headed, let’s get where  
you’re going...

OUR STORY
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We create spaces that work, for wherever your story is taking you.

WORKSTORIES
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Workstories curates beautiful, a�ordable and quality 
commercial furniture from a global community. We love great 
design — but we love what it can facilitate more. We’re a team 
of passionate people dedicated to helping you create with 
your customers a unique space to shape their own stories…

WORKSTORIES
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Our story began in 2013, when we 
partnered with the global brand Bestuhl 
to supply their range of task and meeting 
chairs. They combine high engineering 
and beautiful design all at an a�ordable 
price – perfect for the UK market. 
Significant investment in stock was 
made, a 16,000sq ft London warehouse 
was found and a 5-7 day delivery was 
achieved; and thus our script was written 
— bringing to our dealers fresh, design-
led products that are high quality and 
accessible to a range of di�erent budgets 
and project sizes.

However, we couldn’t have started this 
new chapter without what we value 
the most – people. Our own team of 
passionate individuals, in the UK and 
around the world, alongside the fantastic 
companies we work with help us create 
lasting relationships. We don’t take 
ourselves too seriously, but we are very 
serious about what we do and we will 
support you all the way.

Fast forward and Workstories 
encompasses 5 amazing brands, carefully 
curated from across the globe to create a 
highly flexible and coherent collection of 
furniture. We engage in conversation with 
you and your client, bringing our shared 
expertise together to create the perfect 
environment whatever your narrative.

Our story is told through your stories...

WORKSTORIES // PROLOGUE

WHO WE ARE
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J1 TASK CHAIR

9WORKSTORIES // BESTUHL

J1 TASK CHAIR

ergonomic & efficient
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J15 TASK CHAIR
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Ergonomic, e�cient and e�ective, 
Bestuhl o�ers a range of highly 
engineered task and meeting chairs. 
Beautifully designed and beautifully 
functional, these are chairs for spaces 
where work gets done.

BESTUHL

WORKSTORIES // BESTUHL

J1 TASK CHAIR



Bestuhl is one of the largest seating 
manufacturers in South Korea, exporting  
to 73 countries. 

Benefiting from a national culture of  
highly innovative and functional products 
with a strong attention to detail, Bestuhl 
makes constant significant investments  
in Research & Development. 

Their expertise in production ranges 
from procurement of the highest quality 
materials through to the e�ciency of  
their manufacturing process. Components 
are produced in state of the art facilities  
for a perfect quality control with minimal 
carbon footprint. 

BESTUHL

S30 TASK CHAIR J1 TASK CHAIR
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S30 TASK CHAIR
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AIR TABLE AND SLING CHAIR

WORKSTORIES // M.A.D.

RADIUS TASK CHAIR
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AIR TABLE AND SLING CHAIR

WORKSTORIES // M.A.D.

elegant & simple



Clean, light, elegant designs that deliver 
functionality and simplicity  — this is 
a range of contemporary furniture 
designed by a team of international 
product designers without compromise. 
Perfect for simple spaces that get used 
day in and day out.

M.A.D.

WORKSTORIES // M.A.D.

DELTA TABLE AND TRANSIT LOW STOOL
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Having spent over 10 years designing, 
making and managing other people’s 
furniture around Asia, Matt and Dan 
decided to set up m.a.d. in 2010 to 
satisfy their own quest to design and 
develop useful, a�ordable and desirable 
furniture for the modern urban dweller. 

Fresh and innovative, m.a.d. furniture 
is developed to strict high standards 
in design and production by a 
collaboration of like-minded and  
global product designers. 

M.A.D.

WORKSTORIES // M.A.D.

AIR TABLE AND SLING CHAIR

ROTO STOOL

SLING LOUNGE
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LOLLI STOOL / CHAIR AND DELTA TABLE SLING LOUNGE
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TRANSIT HIGH STOOL TRANSIT CHAIR
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OUTLAW

WORKSTORIES // UNITED STRANGERS

SLING LOUNGE AND AIR COFFEE TABLE
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OUTLAW

WORKSTORIES // UNITED STRANGERS

eclectic & timeless
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An eclectic range that blends the old 
and the new, east coast and west coast, 
ethical materials and handcrafted 
finishes, to create spaces designed  
for conversations. 

UNITED STRANGERS

WORKSTORIES // UNITED STRANGERS

AT EASE
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Founded by Logan Komorowski,  
the original idea of United Strangers was 
to be unique, to think di�erent and create a 
world where everyone is welcome to come in 
and share. They have pulled together people 
from all around the world to create a unique 
design perspective, blending experiences to 
create ‘The New Vintage’ – vintage products 
for the younger generation. 

‘New York Modern Vintage’ furniture that is 
made to last and made to re-invent the story 
of the material it comes from. The products 
from United Strangers are unique pieces 
made from unique materials that respect the 
environment and have depth, feelings and  
a story to tell. 

UNITED STRANGERS 

WORKSTORIES // UNITED STRANGERS

AT EASE



UNITED STRANGERS // INTRODUCTION

AT EASE
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HUB

WORKSTORIES // ALBION

LONDON
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HUB

WORKSTORIES // ALBION

british craftsmanship



Designed by us, reimagined by 
you, Albion systems furniture 
is handmade entirely in the UK 
to an almost infinite range of 
combinations. This is British 
craftsmanship made to last,  
for spaces that need to deliver. 

ALBION

WORKSTORIES // ALBION

GOALPOST

GOALPOST STUDIO
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Albion is our own collection of desking 
and meeting tables designed for an 
environment where every square foot 
of o�ce usage is scrutinised, and every 
component functionally necessary and 
aesthetically considered.

With a 15-year warranty on all structural 
components and fully bespoke finish 
options, Albion is designed to be simple, 
tough, beautiful and totally customisable.

WORKSTORIES // ALBION

ALBION

HUB SIT-STAND

PEDESTAL



M.A.D. // INTRODUCTION

STUDIO
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GOALPOST

AFRAME STUDIO
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EVO ARM

WORKSTORIES // SOURCETEC

MIX
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EVO ARM

WORKSTORIES // SOURCETEC

technology & innovation
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Like all great technology, Sourcetec 
meets modern demands as if it had 
always been there. Power supply and 
cabling that blends into environments, 
designed to flex around your space.

SOURCETEC

WORKSTORIES // SOURCETEC

UNO
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Seamlessly blending sleek design with 
intelligent function, Sourcetec is a collection 
of o�ce electrics and accessories designed 
to encourage a collaborative and inspiring 
atmosphere. Through power and data, 
monitor arm, and cable management options, 
Sourcetec brings quality innovation to 
desking, boardroom and breakout areas. 

SOURCETEC

WORKSTORIES // SOURCETEC

EVO ARM UNO

ROTADOCK



info@workstories.com
020 3735 5224

CONTACT

Parchment House, 
13 Northburgh Street,  London,  EC1V 0JP

ADDRESS

workstories.com




